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AXED!

CLAS dean Brown
shares love of biology

Wildcats maul Loggers 45-19
in clear-cut victory
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1-601 passes, rollback measure fails
by Dan White
News editor

Tax Initiative 601, which would
curb government spending by limiting tax increases, may be headed
for approval by a narrow margin of
50.5 percent to 49.5 percent, as of
Wednesday at noon.
I-601 would limit state expendi-

tures based on a population growth
and inflation formula, and would
go into effect July 1, 1995.

Homecoming Hoopla

"People of Washington under"It is a necessary restraint," said
State Sen. Harold Hochstatter, R- stood the issues," said Central PresiMoses Lake. "It is a message to the dent Ivory V. Nelson. "They (the
Legislature that we need to live voters) were concerned with government spending."
within our means."
According to the state auditor's
Voters gave a clearer picture on 1602, the tax rollback measure, office, 184,000 absentee ballots
which would cut nearly $1 billion remain to be counted, which could
from the state budget. It was de- still affect the outcome of I-601.
The two tax-revolt initiatives
feated 56 percent to 44 percent,
with 99 percent of the precincts . spurred much debate, especially at
Central, where some opponents said
reporting.

•• •

the measures would have a serious
impact on the university. Among
the areas vulnerable to cuts were
faculty and staff and a reduction in
student enrollment.
In another measure, voters left
little doubt over their stance on
crime as Initiative 593 passed overwhelmingly with 75 percent voter
approval.
·
1-593 will require life in prison for
repeat offenders of serious crimes.

Voters retain council
members in two spots,
third position pending
·by Dan White
News editor
Incumbents managed to hold off challengers in Ellensburg's City
Council elections Tuesday.
Mike Williams defeated John Perrie 60 percent to 40 percent for Position

1.
"I'm glad it's over," Williams said. "I just did what I had to do . ~ . go
out and do a lot of doorbelling.''
He said already being on the council made him more visible to voters
also.
Wendy Rittereiser defeated Robbe Gilmour 55 percent to 45 percent in
the race for Position 2.
The closest race may rely on absentee ballots to determine the winner
between incumbent Stanley Ray and challenger Ted Garoutte.
As of Wednesday at noon, Ray held a 55 vote lead over Garoutte, with
1,341 votes to Garoutte' s 1,286, with approximately 729 absentee ballots
left to be counted.
Williams, 40, served on the council in Position 1 after being appointed
· to a vacant position last November.
He is director of program development at Kittitas County Action
Council.
Rittereiser, 32, was also appointed to a city council position within the
last year. She filled Position 2 in April.
Rittereiser received an accounting degree from Central in 1984.
In the close race for Position 3, incumbent Stanley Ray has served on the
Ken Pinnell/The Observer
council for eight years. He has also served as Ellensburg' s mayor the past
Fans at the Homecoming fottball game last Saturday chose Central's next play by holding two years.
up cards.
Garoutte, 39, owns The Treasure Trove in Ellensburg, and has empha-

.STDs higher in college-age students
. More than 12 million new infections reported each year
- - - - - ·- - diagnosis of each examination.
by Staci West
"Sixty percent of new STDs reEditor
AIDS is not the only threat to
college students who explore their
sexuality. At least 50 other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)
could threaten a student's life,
health and ability to bear children
in the future.
More than 1,700 STD examinations were made last year at
Central'.,.s health center, according
to a sexually transmitte~ disease
chart from the health center.
W. Michael Swesey~ director of
the health and counseling center,
said the number reflects the number of visits, but not necessarily the

He said many students with STDs,
such as venereal warts, must be
treated more than once for an occurrence of STD.
The center's nurses and doctors
examined 1,249 Central students
for- STDs during the 1992-93 academic year, an increase of 85 patients from the previous year.
Only 4.6 percent of students
checked for chlamydia were diagnosed positive last year.
TheSTDs thehealth center checks
for include venereal warts, genital
herpes, gonorrhea, chlamydia,pelvie inflammatory disease,
cervicitis, vaginitis, pediculosis,
scabies and abnormal pap smears.

ported are among people under 25
years of age, and there are 12 million new infections each year," said
Peggy Clarke, executive director
of the American Social Health Associatiori in North Carolina.
Clarke, who stressed that the price
of an STD can be a lifetime of
heartache, said some serious STDs
are asymptomatic, silently damaging bodies over a period of years.
She said college students may not
realize they are infected.
Clark said a report released earlier
in the year on the AIDS virus in the
· United States by Surgeon General

See STD/Page 6

sizedtakingonapro-businessagendaifelectedtothecitycouncil.

Rape trial set for March
Omnibus hearing results in continuance
by Joe Butler
Copy editor

1----------------The student athlete accused of
raping a freshman woman on campus will stand trial March 29.
Judge Michael Cooper, presiding judge in Kittitas County Superior Court, granted a continuance
of trial Monday to Montell Hester,
who is representing the defendan t, 18-year-old Robert D.
Redford of Puyallup.
Hester, an Tacoma-based attorney, said his case load is heavy
until March and needs the extra
time for this case. Redford agreed
to the continuance, and waived his
constitutional ri~ht to a soeedv

trial.
Redford was charged with second-degree rape, a class-A felony,
after a freshman woman reported
she was raped in a residence hall
Sept. 12.
Central's Student Affairs office
suspended Redford for four years
in the aftermath of the rape accusation.
He appealed the university's decision, but a hearing will not take
place until after his legal action
has been completed.
Hester requested five days for
jury selection during the trial and
also said several witnesses will be
contacted.
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Project probes into new
wave source technolo
by Brian Gill
Staff reporter
A theoretical research project
spearheaded by Central's physics
department races to develop the
technology capable of heating metal
as easy as heating last night's dinner.
"We are looking for a new type of
electromagnetic wave source," said
Roger Yu, Central's physics department chair. "Like microwaves.
You put food and water into ·a microwave, you turn it on and the
electromagnetic waves heat (the
Ken Pinnell/The Observer
Central physics department chair Roger Yu is leading
food and water) by vibrating their
research In electromagnetic wave source technology.
nolecules."
While microwaves generate just
Yu and staff member William experimentallaboratoryownedand
·nough heat to warm a plate of Glessner are accomplishing this by financed by IBM.
nacaroni, this project focuses on mathematicallycreatingacomputer
Another more experimental
he development of a higher-inten- model which could determine the projec~ the physics department is
ity electromagnetic source which wave frequency needed to quickly currently researching involves a
ould heat metals cheaply and ef- heat any type of metal.
method of demonstrating atomic
ectively.
' '
behavior at the classroom level,
Electromagnetic energy comes in
also known as quantum mechann array of intensities. The higher
We are looking for a ics.
he frequency, the more the elecmajors Sam Parmelley
new type of electro- andPhysics
romagnetic energy will cause an
Tom Zobrist, along with staff
magnetic wave source. member Mark Makela, run the
1tom' s electrons to jump around.
Lhis movement creates a greater
Roger Yu
project, by using speakers and
unount of energy to be used in
pieces oflead to simulate the move1eating matter.
The research is in conjunction ment of atoms under the influence
Much of the research depends on with the Thomas Watson Center in . of electromagnetic waves.
letennining the frequency of an New York which provides an exLike most universities, Central
~lectromagnetic sourc~ necessary
peri~ental outlet to test the models
See PHYSICS/Page 5
o heat different types of metal.
Yu' steam creates. The center is an

The flight technology program is preparing to make a move off
campus into portable facilities at Bower's Field.
The move is a result of a Federal Aviation Association grant awarded
toCentral's flight tech program. The grant was for $470,000, according to TimYoxtheimer, chair of Central's Industrial & Engineering
Technology program, and stipulated the integration of simulators and
flight instruction.
Yoxtheimer said one of the purpose of the grant was to move the
training facilities, including the flight simulators closer, to the flight
facilities at Bower's Field.
Bob Hunter, a professor in the flight tech program, said the move will
allow the students to better utilize the simulatqrs prior to or following
training flights while at the airport.
"It (the new location) can improve the quality and level of instruction," Hunter said.
Flight simulators are high-tech training tools that allow students to
get the feel for flying and operating airplanes without having to
actually fly.
The move to Bower's Field is scheduled to begin in early December,
and should be completed in time for winter quarter classes, Hunter
said.

•
The first meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee has been
scheduled for tomorrow from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. in Barge 201.
The Strategic Planning Committee is trying to update and organize
aspects of the five-year strategic plan, which each department completed last year.
Agnes Canedo, special assistant to the president, said the committee
will look at any changes that need to be made or plans that need to be
put into place.
She said the strategic plans for each department might change, and
that the committee is in place to assist departments and the university
in reaching its five-year objective.
The meetings are open to the public, and a copy of the university's
strategic plan can be obtained at the library or the president's office.

................ili)i\iJ~;i:tJi()ii················:
Support the Northwest Burn Foundation by having
a great time bowling. Gather a team of four players for a
tournament and.call Officer Gustin at Central's_Campus
Safety (963-2958) to participate.

:
:
:
•
•

Raise money for bum victims so they can attend summer camp. :

man, woman or c/ii(tf s/iou(tf die 6ecause of 6urns . :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
... tfiat no

R E S E R V E

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C 0 R PS

MUSICIANS
WANTED
for

cutJare~air
Decelll.ber 1, 2, 3
Contact Christian At 963-3315
Or Stop By The SUB Lair.

Everyone needs aPML.
There's nothing lik~ having a PML to protect you at all times.
~··
-- ThIS Personal Attack Alarm from Quorum will
\
blast an ear-piercing 103dB (minimum) if you
\
simply pull the pin. And according to police,
\
a loud noise is usually the best deterrent
.. against crime. •Choose either the standard or
· ··
sp6rts model. Then carrv it with vou wherever
f:;.tPAAL you go. Tu school, the mall, the park, even for
uithdoorcl;p a walk around the block. The ™1 will let out
a cry for help whenever you need it. And only Quorum
products give you that kind of technology and security. Seclling Ute·
{)

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every-year Army ROTC awards scholarships
to hundreds of talented students. If you qualify, these merit-based
scholarships can help you pay tuition and fees. They even pay a flat
rate for textbooks and supplies.You can also receive an allowance
of up to $1000 each school year the scholarship is in effect.
Find out more. Stop by the Military Science Department,
Peterson Hall- room 202, or call 963-3618.

I

ARMY ROTC
THE SMAKl'FSl' OOWGE
COURSE YOU C:U 'llKE.

Quorum.

Omtacl your f)uorum !11depe11de11/ Distributor.

Brian A. Cavallo
RMRD CAV SECURITY SYSTEMS
509-453-1785
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Students admit guilt, without guilty conscience
by Diana Smith

and vandalizing property, to menCollege Press Service
. tion a few crimes.
• ---------Even more surprising are results
Ifyou'veeverwonderedwhocom- thatindicatemoststudentsalsocon• mitscrimeoncampus,lookaround. sider themselves to be good citiIt could be the woman sitting next zens and think the "real" criminals
to you in class, or the guy who lives should be given harsher punish• down the hall in the dormitory. ments for their crimes. And. the
Then again, it could be you.
problemisn'tconfinedtotheUnited
~ •
A series of surveys conducted by States. A survey of students in
'I • ·a University of Nebraska criminal New Zealand produced siJ!lilar rejusticeprofessorindicate.thatama- suits.
~
J·orityof Americanstudents-more
students view themselves to
·c~ than 50 percent-candidly admit be"The
high-minded, law-abiding citi• to stealing money and property, -zens, yet their behavior indicates
driving drunk, cheating on tests otherwise," said Chris Eskridge,
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Statistics adjusted to compensate
for differences in age, gender and
other factors showed that:
58 percent of American students,
compared with 57 percent of New
Zealanders. admitted stealing less
than $10.
7 5 percent of American and 50
percent of the New Zealand students said they had driven while
drunk.
81 percent of the Americans and
52 percent of the New Zealanders
cheated on a test.

See CRIME/Page 6

o you made it to Central. Now it's time to get hooked into what's
S
happening around you. By adding new TeleMessaging service to
your phone line, you get all the benefits of an ordinary answering
machine but there's no equipment to buy, no garbled tapes, and it
never needs repair. All you need is a touch-tone phone. And if other
students have TeleMessaging too~ you can pass messages back and
forth, leave specific messages for certain callers and even send one
message to a group of people. All that for just a few dollars per
month. Don't let college life pass you by. Give TeleMessaging a try
for yourself today.
NEW
The quality, capabilities, and
convenience of TeleMessaging
make the ordinary answering
machine obsolete.

TeleMessaging
Available only from

. , Ellensburg
l!i. Telephone

=Get with it! =
=Get with ••• =
=The
=
•

who teaches at the University of
Nebraska-Omaha.
In the smveys, 3,417 students at
the University of Nebraska-Omaha
were queried over an eight-year
period (1984-91) about whether
they ever had committed any of 22
criminal acts. A group of 542 students at the University of Caterbury
at Christchurch, New Zealand. answered the same questionnaire in
March and April 1992. Eskridge
compared the data and presented
his findings at the annual meeting
of the Western society of Criminology in February.

If You're Not Hooked Up With TeleMessaging,
You're Not Hooked In To College Life.

•

• Observer!

Page3

305 N. Ruby, Ellensburg• 925-1425

GIVE TELEMESSAGING A TRY YOURSELF ... CALL OUR 24 HOUR DEMONSTRATION LINE RIGHT NOW ... 925-8353

fAMllY DAIRY

UNIVERSITY
STORE
18th & Walnut

BIG CITY
ESPRESSO
FLAVOR, WITH
NEIGHBORLY
SERVICE.
PROUDLY MADE
WITH OUR FARM
FRESH MILK.

liA .

~

Made with pride in Washington.
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Dean brings love of animals,biology into CLAS
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter-

Russ Morales/The Observer

Robert Brown, dean of CLAS

lAIE THE KEYS
CAll ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO .

fRlfNOS

OON'T

lH

Brown's interest in animals grew
into a career teaching biology at the
Like many young boys, he col- · University of Idaho, where he
lected snakes and lizards as a child, taught for two years before coming
but unlike some boys, he had no to Centralin 1967.
Brown grew up in Douglas, Idaho,
sisters to torment with his findings.
His interest in animals caused him which he said was heavily characto become interested in biology, terized by Mexican culture, along
andheeventuallybecamethe Dean with being an active mining town.
"The economy was totally domiofCentral's CollegeofLetters, Arts
nated by the company until the copand Sciences.
His name is Robert Brown.
per ran out." Brown said.
Brown said he collected animals
He said the copper in the mines
so he could observe them; except was the only reason the town was
after a few of his non-poisonous there.
Now, he said, the copper is gone,
snakes, escaped in .the house, he
wasn't able to store animals inside and the town's economy is interanymore.
rible shape, because the town has
"She wasn't too thrilled," Brown no other source of industry.
said, in refering to his mother's
During his time at Central, Brown
has traveled on sabbatical across
reactions to the incident
"She was not the hysterjcal type, the United States with his wife of
but she was quite concerned about 33 years.
it"
They traveled for six months of
However, the incident didn't the 1991-1992 school year, and
bother Brown; he just kept his worked at home for the rest of the
time.
snakes outside.

On their trip, the Browns visited
several states, including Idaho,
Michigan and Illinois.
He said they also visited large
science museums, such as the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard University and the American Museum ofNational History in
New York City.
"That was important to me,"
Brown said. "I had a chance to look
at various displays of specimens
that I'd studied and dealt with over
the years. It was an opportunity to
actually see them. It was exciting
in that regard."
One problem Brown and his wife
had while traveling was some of
the East coast's narrow roads.
How did they deal with that?
"Carefully," Brown said. "The
driving habits of the people over
there are different from what we're
used to.
The wider roads here makes it

See BROWN/Page 7
(Another postcard from the
edge.)

fRlfNOS ORIV[ ORUNK

Dear Nomi,

'

Three weeks ago, I was
homesick, painfully
lonely and cursing
myself. . . I managed to
hang on and BOCl'1 I broke
through some wall,
discovered I was here,
and stopped expecting
America.
Yes, sometimes it is
bnital to get anything
done around here, but
I've found that sugar
and polite finnness gets
things done.
I feel like I'm changing
same everyday and this
is, definitely, the
greatest adventure.

Avall•ble
In
Long

Assorted
Bufl•IO
Pl•lds

• 100% Cotton
Heavyweight Flannel
• Black Nylon Inside Cuff,
• Long Tails
Collar Band and Pocket Flaps
Made In U.S.A. since 1903
Arnold'a

615 S llhtn

11H

h

.~

cmc

~

-

925 6181
OPEN SUNDAYS
9am-4pm

Bl""'''''c:I

Ices
Quilt~Lined

Flannel Shirt

• 100% Cotton Heavyweight
Flannel

• Snap Placket Front
• Banded Collar

• Polyester Fiii Quilted to
Nylon Tricot Lining

• Hemmed Bottom -

• Pencil Pocket
Arnold'•

11H

~

-

615S.lthtn

h

cmc

9256181

=

OPEN SUNDAYS

9ilm·4pm

a1u.......

AO 513.98
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: -KCAT ~PHYSICS: striving to fulfill students' needs
:• 91 • S FM :• D eQartment Cf~ateS ways
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·
•

• stuaents practical demonstrations

•

:

From a e 2

ment makes it difficult to visually
demonstrate quantum mechanics.
instruments needed for viewing
"We are trying to set up a very
matter on the atomic level:
· 'sfrnple physics demonstration to
Yu said thelackofproperequip- show quantum mechanical effect,"

•
•
: .. ,... ··
•

• • "Electric Espresso
Morning" 7 a.m.-9a.m.
M-F

l'i>LFWlfl<!IS

~Qfi>DN>re &

•

• "North by Northwest," Northwest's best
tunes, 9p.m.-1 lp.m.,
Tuesdays

•
•
•
:

Open Mon. - Sat. 9 to 8, Sun. I to 4

-

200 E. 4th, 962-2375

ENRICH YOUR LIFE!
Manage & Maintain
your ideal weight healthfully.
Easy way to fight false hunger.
Enjoy eating without a guilty conscience.
Let the

•• •"King Biscuit Flower ••
•

a professional who has served top Seattle businesses and executives .
Call Between

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Friday Nov. 5th, 7 - 8:30 PM

•"Up Close," interviews•
and music from leaders•
in rock and roll, noon- •
lp.m., Sundays
:

: House," Live music
-. replayed, 1Op.m. • 1 lp.m., Sundays'

$40

* Receive consultation and h~ve your resume and cover letter prepared by

Collages by Beryl Howard
Shows through November

•"UK Rock Block" with
Rock Over London and
the UK Chart Attack, ·
8p.m.-10p.m. Wednescklys

Includes:
• Consultation
·Resume
• Cover Letter
·Practice Interview (At Your Request)

cC!fe

Art Opening

• "Metal Meltdown,"
•••
Slag heaps of metal,
• 9p.m.-llp.m., Mondays •

Ware:Fair
•Entertainment
•Handcrafts
•Food

Coming to the SUB
Decemb~r 1,2,3

Go to Work For You!

••
•

*Look good. feel great & enjoy a
positive self image.*

ln~;~~1~~:~1tor 1111~
th

962-8242

- ~~~·~~~

Power Trim Program

:

said.
.
"Our students have done ve
good work."
Yu hopes research projects sue
as these will attract more studen
to the physics major.
"Central's physics department i
very small," he said, "but our po
tential is very big."

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES

I

•"Reggae Lunch," the
best in reggae and
world beat music, noon-.
1p.m., Mondays
•

Yusaid.
"Rightnow,newtechnologylets
us see atoms, but none of these are
applicable here at Central."
"We have a problem here because
whenever we teach quantum mechanics, wedon'thaveany physics
demonstration at all, so we need
something to show students," he

To reserve your booth or jor more info call
Christian at 963-3315

YOUR NEW
CORNER STORE

CORNER OF

18th & WALNUT
962-3949

Street Grocery-Deli
:I ~convenience
Buy One
:
Buy one·
:~speedy Check-out
get
2nd One at 1/2 Price! :I 2nd (Same ~~~e) 112 Price I: ~Great_ Selection
I
~Great Food
----------------~----------------,
~
DOUGHNUTS!: Olde English aoo - i~GREAT Addition
Fresh Made Right tiers.I
64 oz.
to the
Stop By On Your Way to
$
Class or Work For a
.:
2. 99
• Neighborhood_
SUBS!

:I

expires 11-10-93 .

expires 11-10-93

11

GREAT STARTI

PIZZA!

*Moreexpensiveitemfutlpricel

11
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.STD: early diagnosis
can make differenee
in long-term health

BE ADESIGNATED DRMR. THE ONE FOR THE ROAD.
Washington Traffic Safety Commission and the Alliance for Safe and Sober Driving.

From page 1

November 17, 1993
7:30 p.m. at the SUB Ballroom

t'oe
fO"

ste~

,

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
Abs, Biceps, ·c hest, Legs
+ Overall Physique +

e'f·

st
o~e

1'0'"""'~

~os

-pe

•

Lots of Prizes: Two Quarter Memberships
Tanning, T-Shirts, And More ...
WORK OUT NOW AT HANS' GYM
TO GET INTO SHAPE!!!
Sign Up at Any Home Football Game or Hans' Gym Now!
For More Information Call

•

.

Wil~

962-9277·

Sponsored by: 1993-94 CWU CHEER SQUAD~~

associated with cancer, pelvic inflammatory disease, ectopic pregnancy, infertility and fetal loss,"
Clarke said.
College students may also be at
risk of being exposed to genital
warts, herpes, syphilis, gonorrhea,
chlamydia, trichomoniasis and bacterial vaginosis.
Bacterial vaginosis strikes one in
four women in the United States.
"The message is simple," Clarke
said. "Any act of sexual intercourse, outside of a relationship
with a monogamous uninfected
partner, will put a woman at risk for
a host of health problems."
The prevalence of STDs among
college students prompted AHSA
officials to publish a brochure entitled "My Healt!t Matters: How to
Talk to Your Doctor About Sexual
Health," which was designed for
younger women.
The brochure focuses on reproductive tract infections common to
young women. Because such infections are not
visible, a woman can be infected
and not realize it, according to the
brochure.
, Diseases like chlamydia or gonorrhea can go undetected for years,
yet still be potentially life-threatening ailments, and could lead to
infertility.
Also, if an infected young woman
becomes pregnant, she could pass
the infection on to the unborn child.
The brochure suggests ways a
young woman can initiate a conversation with her physician concerning her sexual habits, and offers tips for alerting the doctor to
the often subtle symptoms ofasexually transmitted infection.
It is important for young men and

women to know If they are infected
with an STD, the brochure states,
because the earlier it is detected
and cured, or at least treated, the
less damage can occur.
Health officials recommend that
students seek treatment or physician referral at their campus health
centers.
Also, public health clinics are
highly recommended for students
who are concerned about their privacy and want treatment for STDs,
according to Malinda Lochner, a
public h~alth advisor at the Centers
for Disease Control in Atlanta.
"Clinics are ideal for younger
people," she said. "It removes the
stigma, and many have a personal
touch. The doctors there are looking for certain problems.
Even with a lot of education about
STDs, college students often feel
invincible when it comes to thel.r
sexual health, Lochner said, and
some will ignore symptoms until
the problem becomes serious.
Clarke, of the ASHA, said that
though college students may have
been sexually active for a number
of years, they may not be communicating with their partners.
They may have some infonnation
about AIDS, but could know little
about other sexually transmitted
diseases, Clarke said.
While sexually active college students run a risk of catching any
STD, Clarke said herpes, genital
warts and AIDS, which are all viruses, pose the most complications,
and in the case of AIDS, pose the
risk of death.
A virus is usually a lifelong condition, o~ten causing chronic symptoms and discomfort and can lead
to further health complications,
while a bacterial condition may
respond to drug treatment, health
officials said.

CRIME: survey claims students guilty
From page 3

• ) /(j

lh. pre-cooked

"I don't know if young people are
ying and cheating any more than
eirparentsdid. It'sjustthatwe're
ore aware of it now," he said.
·There were some obvious weakesses with the surveys, including
he possibility that students might ·
ie or exaggerate, but the similariies between the responses by
merican and New Zealand s.tu-.

wei~ht.

GoodThru
November14
Now you can get a super deal
on a value meal. It's our single
burger Super Value Meal~M You get
a super burger* with lettuce and tomato,
bigger than McDonald's, Burger King's or
Hardee's regular burgers, plus hot, crisp fries,
and a refreshing 16 oz. soft drink all at a
super value price. 'Iry the single burger Super
Value Meal . . , or other value priced meals at
participating Dairy Queen®Brazier® stores.

·

TM Trademark AM 0 .0 . Corp.

fj~s

CoOLf NJ"'" -

We Treat You Right®
·· AM DO Corp /1993

&.&TB

•

'

braziet,

HERES A NEW FACE
Kathy Fisher Loveless ·
"Nail Technician"

FILLS

$1795

®Reg. US. Pal. Off • AM 0 .0 . Corp.

Limited Time

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
10th & ALDER
.WEST INTERCHANGE

925-5542

925-5442

dents indicated there was some
general validity · to the findings,
Eskridge said.
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he found the most disturbing were
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Lower SAT scores attributed to textbook lingo
by College Press Service
Ithaca, N.Y.- Declining verbal
scores in the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) can be attributed to
simplified language in school
books, a study by a Cornell University sociologist has found.
SAT verbal scores began to fall in

the 1960s, when the first Baby
Boomers began taking SATs,
dropped for 16 years and have remained low ever since.
''The major 'simplifications' of
American school books came in
the 1950s-not because the average American child had suddenly
become dumber, but because of

changes in educational philosophy," said Donald Hayes, who developed a computer system for
measuring the difficulty of texts.
"Texts were simplified to increase
'success' in reading, recognizing
that this would be at the expense of
a text's 'challenge."'
Hayes analyzed 766 texts from

1800 to 1991, according to word
usagepatterns of 600,000 common,
uncommon and rarely used words.
The difficulty ratings begin at the
average of 61 newspapers, 0.0.
The "National Enquirer" and
"Sports Illustrated" ranked minus
10.3.

"Most children in the Baby Boom
era used first-grade texts with values betwen minus 53 and minus 63,
which was 12 units lower than texts
used by their parents," Hayes said.
"For almost 30 years much harder
texts were in use across Americaby our students' grandparents."

BROWN: enjoying life, family

From page 4

easier to pass. In the east, there's
not a lot of room to pass, but people
do it anyway.
"The travel was an interesting
experience, but it was secondary to
work."
While on sabbatical, Brown
worked on a project developing
computer-based instructional techniques using computers and laser
disc technology.
This project makes it possible for
students to see a lot more images
related to topics they are studying,
Brown said.
One possible use would be in
anatomy, where students can see a
series of pictures along with the
text, he said.
The pictures would be taken
through a microscope, and be of
entire anatomical specimens.
Brown said there would be a wide
variety of pictures that could be
presented quickly and easily, and
could be studied at the student's
own pace.
Along with an interest in biology,
Brown also shares a love for mountain climbing.
About 20 years ago, he climbed
Glacier Peak, a mountain about 75

miles away from Ellensburg and
10,000 feet above sea level.
"It was beautiful country," Brown
said. "It was very strenuous and
challenging."
While on the trip, Brown ate
freeze-dried food, because regular
food was too heavy to carry.
He climbed mostly on steep inclines covered with snow, using an
ice ax for safety.
Brown said an ice ax helps the
climber if he/she starts to fall. The
spike part of the ax sticks into the
snow, and slows the climber's descent.
Without it, the climber could not
control his/her speed, and could
slide into rocks or other obstacles,
Brown said.
Brown said he never fell on the
Glacier Peak climb, but he was
glad to have the ice ax.
"Climbers should have an ice ax
and know how to use it."
Brown also traveled to China in
1987 with a group of teachers and
his wife, where he tasted a wide
variety of food.
The residents of China eat sea
cucumbers and animals, such as
reptiles and birds, Brown said.
"They eaJ more parts of their ani-

mals than we do," Brown said.
"Their tastes are spread more widely
across."
He has a son who manages a
small lumber company in Kent,
and a daughter who teaches high
school German near SeattleTacoma Airport.
As a child, his son was obsessed
with sports, especially basketball,
Brown said.
His daughter was a bookworm,
which probably led to her current
profession as a teacher.
"She'd rather be in Europe,"
Brown said.
"She gets over there quite a bit."
"We (my wife and I) are quite
happy with the way the children
have turned out," Brown said.
"Neith~r one of them has any interest in the things I find interesting, like biology.
My daughter is bothered by
snakes. That surprises me, but I
don't know what the answer is."
"It (married life) is great. I
wouldn'tconsideranyaltemative."
Brown also said he has enjoyed
his time at Central.
"It's friendly," he said. "Many of
us have stayed here a long time.
We've stayed because we like it."

, This is Real!
The New Air Force ROTC
GUARANTEED Scholarship

to cash:
• Any Academic Major with a Minimum 2.5 GPA
• Must pass a Physical Examination and Air Force Qualifying
Test
•AGE: Max of 25 upon commissioning (June 30, 1996)
(Waiver up to four years for prior military service)
• Guaranteed employment as an Air Force Officer at $24,000
per year, $40,000+ by fourth year
• Contact Air Force ROTC -- Peterson Hall, Rm. 203 or call
Capt. Butler at (509) 963-2314. Deadline: 1 Feb 1994
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Classes:

November 8, 1993 - November 19, 1993
Monday - Friday, 2:30 p.m. - 11 :OO p.m.

CPR on Saturday, November 13, 1993
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Hal Holmes Center
201 N. Ruby, Ellensburg
Cost $125* includes:

* Completely reimbursed if
hired by a medical facility
within 1 year of certification

·State test
•State Registration
Books
• Medical Supplies
0

This program is supported by Kittitas Valley Home Health,
WHCC Gold Leaf and Royal Vista

Call Will Swearingen or Barbara Wolf 925-4171

;:!.iiiii Washington Health Care Center
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OBSERVANCE

S & A Committee
should be elected
, T h e current structure of the Service and Activity Committee
needs to be examined and changed.
Rather than student members being appointed by the
ASCWU Board of Djrectors president, the S & A members should
be elected by the general student body.
The S & A money allocation process is vulnerable to personal
prejudices, biases and principles of the individual committee
members.
To understand the urgent need for a new committee structure, it is
important to understand the structure and function of the committee.
Four students and three faculty act as committee members.
And those seven people decide the fate of hundreds of thousands of
dollars that come out of students' pockets.
All members serve two year terms to ensure continuity in the
system. And every two years, the committee allocates funds from
the budget.
S & A funds are generated from the fees paid with tuition each
quarter by students. These go into a fund for services and activities.
Various clubs, programs and departments file requests with the
committee asking for money.
The S & A Committee then evaluates those requests.
From the requests, they filter out those programs or areas that are
not supposed to receive student money.
They also evaluate the funding requests based on what the members
feel is or is not necessary. The committee decides what programs
students would most benefit from.
The members also interview representatives from each group
· requesting funds.
In other words, the entire process is dependent upon the individual
committee members' biases and·prejudices.
The pool of money allocated by S & A supports more than 40
groups such as the campus radio station, the Board of Directors,
Minority Affairs and the Games Room.
What if one of the members holds a personal grudge against
someone in a group requesting money? Can we trust these students
with our money? Let's not take a chance.
The present committee structure presents a dangerous potential for
personal agenda fulfillment.
For example, if three of the S & A Committee members were
homophobic and the Gay And Lesbian Alliance requested funds
from the committee, could those members be completely fair when
deciding whether or not to support GALA?
Perhaps they could be. But we should not take that chance.
Instead, S & A Committee members should be elected eae'h year,
just as the BOD members are elected each spring.
Students should be able to elect the people who will be allocating
students' money. It is not good enough to have the BOD appoint the
S & A committee members.
·
· We should not be satisfied with the current structure when it allows
too much room for biases and cronyism.
It would be too difficult for students to vote on the allocations by
initiative each spring. And students would not want the administration to have complete control over the fees we have paid.
The only solution to this problem lays with the power of the vote.

Campus Cops dead and buried
Many students have in<\uired about the absence of Campus Cops in
this year's Observer. We would like to exphµn the decision to not
run the feature anymore.
When Campus Cops was created several years ago, it was written
with a satirical attitude. That made it more interesting. But since ·
then writers have come and gone and so has the humor of Cops.
Also, The Observer has many news stories to run that are pertinent
to campus life and students. Because we are limited in our space,
we felt we should be running important news stories instead of
police blotter information.
And all too often, while flipping through the police reports, our
reporters only found the usual: bikes stolen, students vomiting over
balconies, and MIPs given out.
We understand many students enjoyed reading Campus Cops. But
in an effort to help educate students on issues and events, the loss of
Campus Cops was inevitable.
The Observer will still cover any interesting or unusual occurences
in police reports when they occur.
-Staci West, Editor-in-chief

Distributed by, Tribune Media Services

LETTERS
'Simple' not
necessarily a
good solution
To the Editor:
How can the author of "Country
music offers solutions to world's
problems" possibly believe that
country music can solve all the
world's problems when all the singers do is complain in the songs?
Where are the solutions?
Plus, all they talk about is trucks,
guns, hunting, rodeos, cows and
women leaving them.
Ask yourself, if they can solve all
the world's problems, why do all
these women leave these country
men?
How can the author talk about the
country days? Granted, they did
care about the land, but I don't
think the author has fully looked
into how they got their land.
They killed people, drove thousands of Native Americans into
reservations, which the Native
American people have yet to recover from.
Did I mention the buffaloes were
almost extinct because of the cowboys?
It's a sad thing, but women didn't
have any rights back then when
things were "simple." They
couldn't even own land they toiled
over, unless their husbands died
off.
How could the author actually
wish for a time like that to return?
You'reprobablythinking, "where
does this guy come from, he probably hasn't heard more than three
country songs."
Well, I spent the summer a few
years ago in the small town of
Morton, Wash., and I listened to
country for three months; trust
me, not by choice.
Granted, the music isn't that bad,
but the people who listen to it I
have to wonder about.
These people were mean, racist
and down right scary. Nice to each
other, but mean to any outsider.
They really liked to fight at least
once a day~ Any dispute was solved
by a fight and the victor was right.
The author mentioned guns; boy,
did they like guns. They really like

to shoot things.
jazz where a completely different
Have you ever seen over 200 culture explains their way of life
rounds pumped into Bambi before? and how they survive in this world.
Just for the hell of it?
So when someone compares their
Did I mention in-breeding? I per- . music to others in ethnocentric terms
sonally met two families where the I take it as a racial attack.
couples were first cousins, and they
If we want to heal the world,
were really messed up.
shouldn't we learn and understand
Pretty bad ratio, considering I everyone's differences and not try
knew only about 15 people in the to.convert everyone's views?
whole town.
·When we accept everyone as who
I am not condemning all country they are, this world will be that
listeners, but I think they should place we all dream about.
hire a P.R. firm.
Other forms of music, I have to Cherokee
say, are messed up and twisted, too,
but to say that music can offer solutions?
Did the author drop acid before
writing an editorial?
No music can save the world's
problems, and if it could, country
~ould be at the bottom of the list.

Euthanasia
of anilllals
part of life

Dave Lee

To the Editor:

Step back in
reality with .
country days

Animals for use in dissection labs
are not just found "already dead"
then conveniently packaged up and
sent to schools, as the author of
"Dissection of animals hypocritical" would have us believe.
Information from P.E.T.A.
(People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals) states that animals are
killed at biological supply companies by electrocution or cutting of
the jugular vein.
The companies provide some of
their "products" with a plastic substance injected into their veins and

To the Editor:
"Country music offers solutions
to world's problems?"
HA! That's the biggest joke I've
heard in a long time.
Why don't we just take a step back
in reality?
I have to admit when I came here
I felt quite out of place in this "country" style campus.
I suddenly found myself on a predominately white campus where
guys walk around in full cowboy
outfits, and country music is on
every dam station in Ellensburg.
To top this off, I open the school
newspaper and see an article on
how country music can heal the
world.
Let me say that I have no major
dislikes toward country music, but
music expresses the views of all
cultures it can often be seen as a
cultural or racial standpoint.
As in my Native American culture, music is very important.
It expresses the feelings and way
of life my ancestors lived by.
Then take a look at rap, blues or

See ANIMALS/Page 9
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Animals: euthanasia given with heavy heart

ESSENTIALS

From Page 8
arteries so they are easier to.distinguish.
Getting the plasic throughout is
easiest if the animal's heart is still
beating.
Don't kid youself into thinking
that they even try to be humane.
It's not cost efficient.
There are good alternatives to dissection such as computer programs
similar to ones already being used
in histology classes.
I've volunteered at the Ellensburg
shelter for three years.
To say that biological supply companies and shelters are the same is

ludicrous.
I have seen euthanasia performed.
They use a heavy sedative to
euthanize the animals and it is always done with a heavy heart on
their part.
They take the time to talk with
them and pet each one.
I have also witnessed traumatic
deaths such as a stray puppy that
had been hit by a car, and a starved,
abused German Shepherd.
They do all they can with the
money they have.
The author implies that there are
unlimited resources available to en-

I Afan is tfie on{y anima{ tfiat fi{usfies.

able the ongoing support and feeding of every animal brought to a
shelter.
However, in Ellensburg alone
there are more ·than 1,200 new
animals each year.
I would therefore like to invite
the author and everyone to adopt
a loving pet from the Ellensburg
pet shelter, have their pet spayed,
or provide adequate financial support.
This would eliminate the need
for euthanasia.

10°/o
OFF

ALL
FOILS
Monday:
Student Day
Open Saturdays·
& evenings
Mon. - Fri.
9 am - 7 pm
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THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR LIFE
Your hair can look sun kissec' and sensational in minutes
with dazzling highlights blended in. Our Matrix Essentials
techniques are gentle and always leave your hair strong,
healthy and full of shine. Call today. Look unforgettable
tomorrow!
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Students Still Needed!
We Need Students To Serve On the Following
Committees:

Campus Physical E;nvironment
Library Advisory Committee
Council Of Probity

~i\Cf~
~ 925-3159
t.

421 N. Pearl

~
Zipper Front
Logger Shirt
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And A Graduate Student ~For:

Professional Education Council
If You Are Interested In Any Of These Committees, Please
Stop By SUB 106 Or Call 963-16931
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• Single Button Cuff
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SOCIAL EQUITY COUNCIL .

We will be holding nominations for Vice-Chair at
the November 15, 1993 meeting. The Vice Chair
l l will be in charge of arranging guest speakers and
!i!!I promoting the Social Equity Council as a strong
~1l1
voice for Student Advocacy! Meetings are in
!i!i!
SUB 104 at 6:30 p.m. All of you who are
ii
interested are encouraged to attend.
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The Alumni Grand Prize - International Student Association
Most Artistic - Barto Hall
Most Unique - Alpha Phi Omega
Most Colorful - Carmody-Munro
Best Use Of Theme - Sparks Hall

• Assorted Plaids
•Snap-on Sleeve Placket
Arnold a
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• 7·Closure Front
• Pencil Pocket
•long Tails
• lined Neck, Sleeves
and Pocket Flap

6155 Main
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9am · 4pm
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as Danny Zuko,takes a nostalgic
look at a simple decade many college students never personally lived
She was the typical blonde- · in.
The high school gang, portrayed
haired, blue-eyed all-American girl,
except for the fact she wasn't byacastofCentralstudents, dances
American.
He was tall with dark, greasy,
longish hair, which was considered
handsome by some people's stan"'
dards. He was also kind of a rebel, ,
cold toward women who didn't
come running to him first. That
made him "cool" as well. ·
They met in the summer, had a
fling, then went their own ways
when vacation ended and they returned to school. Somehow, they
ended up at the·same high school.
Heartbreak followed as summer
magic disintegrated into mere
memories. All was not lost, though;
Greg Miiier and Brandy
a musical movie was made about
Black pair up as Danny and
their encounter, so others could
experience the same feelings.
s·andy In "Grease."
This was all in the 1950s, but it's
something modem entertainment its way through movie scenes, like
consumers can still respond to.
the pajama party (where Sandy is
Thus, a modem production of teased about her naive lifestyle),
"Grease," the 1978 movie many the prom, the burgerpaface and the
·
young adults of the 90s can remem- drive-in movie.
ber well, opens tonight as Central's
Brandy Black, a sophomore from
theatre arts department dances its Bellevue, will appear ·as Sandy,
way through yet another version in while Yakima senior Greg Miller
McConnell Auditorium at 8 p.m.
will play Danny. "Grease" had an
The 50s musical, which origi- eight-year run on Broadway and is
nally starred Olivia Newton-John directed here by Brenda Hubbard.
in her American film debut as Sandy
A professional choreographer
Drumbrowkski, and John Travolta and dancer, Richard Jessup, guided

by Kristy Ojala
Scene editor

the students through the numbers.
Jessup, of Seattle, has danced in
"West Side Story" and "A Chorus
Line."
Jessup previously choreographed
"Grease" at the Nevada Repertory
Theatre. He currently teaches dance
at the Uni_versity of Washington
and serves as artistic director at the
Dance Centre of Seattle.
Kevin McElrath directs the music and helps the students wisecrack their way through "Grease"
favorites like "Look at Me, I'm
Sandra Dee," and "Greased
Lightnin'."
The performance features an
amplified sound system, blaring
songs that recall the Buddy Holly
hiccup, Little Richard yodel and
Elvis Presley wiggle. Go, and experience the bobby sox of old.

The Observer"

Olivia Newton-John and
John Travolta starred
In the original "Grease,''
a popular 1978
musical movie from
Paramount Pictures.

"Grease" is scheduled to run
three weeks at McConnell, every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m., through Nov. 20. Thursday
nighters get two ticketsfor the price
of one and group rates are available for 20 or more.
For ticket information, call 9631774.Regular pricesare$10each;
students and seniors are $7.

6'\CAST,..,J>
MORE GREASE-Y ROLES:
Patty..... Kerri L. Van Au ken
Frenchy ..... Leslie J. Webb
Miss Lynch .....Athena Karageorges
Cha Cha..... Kyra McGough
Roger..... David Shoup
Rizzo ..... Jennifer Fox
Jan ..... Dominic:a Meyers
,
Sonny ..... Ke1th Edie
Jonny Casino.....Kevin McElrath
Marty..... Tricia Thiel
Eugene ..... Cedar Connor
Vince Fontaine ..... Toby Dycus
Teen Angel... .. Roger Shoup
Doody..... Craig Za9urski
Kenic:kie.....Jay Whittaker

Central's troupe of "Grease" dancers and choreographer Richard Jessup
sha-na-na at a dress rehearsal last week.

illiard king cues up, breaks Central crowd into art of poolology
by Greg Roulst
Staff reporter

At the age of eight, Jack White
picked up a pool stick and played
his first game of billiards. Now,
more than fifty years later, he still
has the same enthusiasm about the
gam~ as he did in 1939.

Playing professional pool around
the United States and in 128 other
countries around the world, White
has remained a constant entertainer.
White made his annual stop (lt
Central last week on his current
tour of 33 states and seven countries, to teach and entertain interested students in the finer points of

pocket billiards.
He held two free pool clinics in
the SUB Games Room, finishing
his visit on Friday with a two-hour
pool perfonnance in the SUB Pit,
where he demonstrated his sharp
pool talent and sharper wit.
White, who has demonstrated his
talent on "The Tonight Show" with

Color of money: Pool shark Jack White bounces the cue ball as pan of a demonstration.

Johnny Carson, and "Late Night
with David Lettennan," has been
visitingCentralforthepast27years.
In his years of playing pool internationally, Whitesaidhehasplayed
pool for many famous people, including at the White House for
fonner President Richard Nixon,
and for Queen Elizabeth at
Buckingham Palace.
White claims to have played at
every U.S. military installation in
the world. He said his greatest
honor was being chosen to play for
the returning American prisoners
of war from the Vietnam conflict in
1974.
The POW' s chose White over
other performers such as Bob Hope
and Milton Berle.
"I knew some of the prisoners
before · (they were captured) and
when they chose me I was honored," White said.
The lowest point of his career, he
said, was being at Kent State University in Ohio when the National
Guard shot and killed four student
protestors.
"I was there at Kent State when
all that was going on, and it was
terrible," White said. "You kids
got it better now."
1
White has been awarded five hon-

orary degrees in poolology. including a doctorate of poolology from
Notre Dame in 1970.
When playing billiards, White's
"weapon of choice" is a diamondstudded Balabushkia cuestick valued at $40,000, he Said.
White said he is not a stranger to
high-stake games, playing games
with wagers as high as $8,000. The
most he has won in a single game is
$27,000, he said.
According to White, tournaments
aien 't worth playing anymore because the big money games are no
longer there.
He said the best tournaments in
Las Vegas, Nev., can pay as much
as $8,000 for first place, but he said
those winnings would barely pay
for a major player's expenses.
White claims to have beaten all
the best players in the world, in,.
eluding Minnesota Fats.
''I'm the only pool player in the
world that doesn't need to work for
a living. I've never had a job in-my
life/' White said.
He served as a technical_ consultant and actor in the movie The
Hustler, starring Paul Newman.
White now lives in Palm Springs,
Calif. with his wife of 34 years. He
said he has no plans to retire.
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Club interns as real business for Inusicians
by Nathaniel Romanelli
Staff reporter
"Wildcat and Co.," an experience
on the part of Central's chapter of
Public Relations Student Society
of America, will enable its members to gathercareer'"'.world experience while publicizing the activities of Central' s music department.
"We're starting a PR finn to give
students the opportunity in developing actual working skills that
cannot be developed in the classroom," said student Dan Lang,
Northwest regional director for
PRSSA.
Lang named the new non-profit
PR firm "Wildcat and Co." He
said,"It's like a mini-internship."
Lang said the firm will use press
releases, brochures, pamphlets and
radio ads to disseminate publicity
to the general public.
The publicity will be "whatever
the organization can afford to pay
for," Lang said.
The finn is a product of the efforts
of several members of Central's
PRSSA chapter, including Lang.

Nadine Hartwell, PRSSA president, said the club has a student
guideline book that lists suggestions for club activities during the
year.
It wasn't until this year that
Hartwell chose to use the suggestion of forming a student-run company.
Another member who aided in the
firm's development was Kari
Herrick, PR director for the firm.
"I hope that we students in 'Wildcat and Co.' learn to use our public
relations skills to enhance what
we've learned in the classroom,"
Herrick said.
She said working with the PR
firm may sharpen her writing skills
and help her in interpersonal relations.
"We are currently doing publicity
forthemusicdepartment," Herrick
said. She and her assistant. David
Seay, are responsible for preparing
press releases and submitting them
to the news media.
Hartwell said that Herrick and
Seay publicize "upcoming events
in the m.usic department, and so-

licit other events around campus."
The club's current campaign began about a month ago.
"They [the music department]
were looking for an intern, and I
proposed to them. instead of an
internship, have a student-run firm
handle their publicity,'' Hartwell
said _
Dr. Russ Schultz, chair of the
music department. responded with
enthusiasm to the idea. but wanted
a contact person in the finn to work
with. Hartwell said.
''Once we generate future awareness and more students start participating, and we develop some
experience as a firm, we 're going
to try to apprehend some more nccounts."
"We 're not planning on going offcampus until the PR finn is more
established."
PRSSA is a student organization
designed to help students network
with specialists out in the field of
communication. More than 5,00D
students participate nationwide.
.. We're the only student-run society in the nation," Lang -said.
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Chances are that when you come to school at
Central, you will be some distance from home.
Long Distance. And, if you are like most Central
students, you will call family and friends often
during the school yea~
Now, we've made those long distance calls easier
and cheaper to make with our new Campus Card.
With the Campus Card you get the benefits of
direct dial rates when you place any long distance
call. That's a considerable savings over calling collect.

Gen1 Faceting
Polishing
Special orders
Fast service ·
High Quality
~

Open 9- 6 Mon. thru Sat.
noon - SPM Sunday

Winter
Has Arrived ...
.

Econ.101, Lesson 1:

Jewelry repairing
Ellensburg Blues
Reasonable prices

109 W. 3rd. 925-4900

Ken's Auto Wash

So Lesson 111 is simple: The Campus Card is the most
most economical way to place your long distance rails .

. , Ellensburg
_L!i Telephone

For more information on the Campus Card,. give us
a call at 925-1425 or stop by and see us at 305 N. Ruby.

305 N. Ruby • 925-1425
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$4.oo
-oR-

'1

I

®

----------------------J
Ir······---~------------,

IL

:;::;,:vs

IMEDIUM 1-Topping11$5

.I

2.00 OFF

Any Me~ium Regular or
.
_
_
_
Thin Crust
Yalid al partlClpalmg "°""only. Noe vllid wilh llllY olller olfet_ Prices may vary

-

II

$3.00

When you buy any
Large or Medium at
Regular Price

applicable sales &ax. Limited delivery area. Our dri"8f8 carry lesa

00

Hot Sub :
I
Meal Deal I

I .
•

11

I

6" Philly Cheese Steak

I

II
•
or Zzesty Meatball Sub
I
II
· ·•1 Can
Bag
Chips
I
. :!ri:."!..,"'::.~""'.!;:".::
I
: .
of Coke or Diet Coke :
. . . I I ______________________ JII
- ···-·--.o.
- -. . .,. . . -......
I L
1

Expires 11-15-93

11

®

drllltftf o.,,, 11"..... c•nr .... '"•"'
'20 ao. c .........,. 111oc cu._, .,. Nit

M\""9 . ., .

0
0
-"""'•-- · -

•-....

of

•

valid at participating llorn only. Not
_ valid with any Olher .ofter. Prices may vary
Customer pays applicable sales lax limited detivery area Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
~1989

Domino's Pizra Inc.
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SPORTS
by Dan Lang
Staff reporter
The Central football team gave
its alumni and fans a treat during
last Saturday's Halloween-Homecoming festivities by cutting down
the University of Puget Sound
Loggers 45-19.
Central scored five touchdowns
in the first half.
Quarterback Jon Kitna threw
four of those touchdowns within
the first 17 minutes of the game.
The Wildcat offense took advantage of an early fumble recovery
made by Central defensive back
Craig Bill. The offense then drove
the ball 14 yards before Kitna connected with James Atterberry on a
27-yard touchdown pass to give
the Wildcats a 7-0 lead with 12:34
left in the first quarter.
MT. RAINIER LEAGUE STANDINGS

w
PLU
Western
Central
S. Fraser
P. Sound
Whitworth

3

3
2
1
0
O

League
L T
0 0
0 0
1 0
2 0
3 0
3 0

Season
L T
6 0 1
6 1 0
6 1 0
2 6 _()
0
~
0
J>

w

The Loggers immediately aiiswered back by giving the ball.to
Aaron McCoy who raced 60 yards
to tie the game at 7-7.
Three minutes later, Central responded with a44-yard field goal
by DarrellRoulst to give the Wildcats a 10-7 lead.
, Roulst' s field goal was the beginning of 31 unanswered points
Central'soffenseputon the board.
The Wildcat's defense held
• Puget Sound on its next four possessions allowing the offense to
take controi of the game.
Kitna connected with Atterberry
again for a 16-yard touchdown
pass to give Central a 17-7 lead.
For the day, Atterberry caught
five passes for 119 yards.
Kitna threw an early secondquarter touchdown to Marc Jones
from 34 yards, giving Central a
24-7 lead.
Puget Sound fumbled the kickoff and the Wildcats: Scott Morgan recovered the ball on the Log- ·

Mik' Spence/The Observer

Central quarterback Jon Kitna (3) receives protection from center Andrew Hay (69) in the Wildcats' 45-19 victory against
the University of Puget Sound Saturday. Kitna, a sophomore from Tacoma, finished the game with more than 200 total
offensive yards for the seventh' consecutive week. This broke quarterback Ken Stradley's record of six set two seasons
ago. The Wildcats have scored 40 or more points In five of their seven games, Including their last three. Central moved up
from No. 6 to No. 4. in this week's NAIA national poll, its best ranking since the second week of the 1992 season.
gers' 16-yard line.
This set up Kitna' s fourth touchdown pass, this time to Larry
Bellinger, from 16 yards, giving
Central a 31-7 lead.
The Wildcats' longest possession
in the first half resulted in a 2-yard
touchdown by running back Dannis
Henry with 3:25 left, giving the
Wildcats a 38-7 lead.
With less than four minutes left in
the first half, Puget Sound put together a 73-yard scoring drive, and
ended the half 38-13.
Kitna put together a 72-yard drive
capped off by a six-yard touchdown
run by KimoEvans in the third quarter, clinching the win for the Wildcats.
Central' s defense closed all hopes
of Puget Sound staging a rally in the
second half by shutting down the
Loggers' offense. The defense al-

lowed only one touchdown late in
the third quarter, which was the last
of the Loggers' points.
Head coach Jeff Zenisek said he
was pleased with the team's performance and hopes the team can avoid
making some of the same mental
errors next week.
"The defense played well," he said.
"We still have a young team making
mental mistakes."
"Each week they improve and we
take pride in that."
The Wildcats t:ravel to Simon
Fraser Saturday for their final regular season away game.
Although Central has not lost to
the Clansmen since 1985, Zenisek
said the defense needs to provide
good field position for the offense.
"They have a big defense and they
are a real physical team," Zenisek
said.
-

Linebacker Shane Wyrsch
agreed that defeating Simon Fraser
will not be an easy task.
"Simon Fraser is going to be a
big test for us," Wyrsch said. "We
have to play hard all four quarters.''
WILDCAT NOTES: Kitna
completed 8-of-13 for .189 yards
and four touchdowns. He has now
thrown 14 touchdowns in the last
three games.
With two games left in the regular season, Kitna could possibly
set single-season records for passing and total offense. He needs
just 77 more yards to set a singleseason passing mark, and 143 to
set a single-season total offense
record.
He is already the career leader in
both categories with 3,976 passing yards .and 4,176 total offen-

sive yards.
Jones rushed for 116 yards on 15
carries, taking his 100-yard rushing
streak to seven games. Jones tied
the record held by Corky Bridges in
1958 and Pat Patterson in 1989.
Atterberry earned the Offensive
Player of the Game honors.
He had his fifth career 100-plus
yards receiving game against Puget
Sound to tie a school mark ·set by
All-American Mike Grant in 1981.
Wyrsch leads Central in tackles
this season with 7 5 and is now in the
sixth spot oil the all-time career list
with 199.
Wyrsch and l~ebacker Aaron Maul
Jed the team with 10 tackles each
against the Loggers.
The Wildcats moved up to No. 4 in
this week's NAIA national poll to
make it the highest ranking Central
has held since the 1992 season.

en advance to playoffs,
omen end with 4-1 win
by Rick Vogler
Staff reporter

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Central running back Kimo Evans (29) races past Logger linebacker Rob Hoag for a sixyard touchdown. Evans, a junior from Seattle, rushed five times for 26 yards in the
Wildcats second straight win. Central rushed for 228 yards against Puget Sound and its
offense now ranks second nationally in yards from scrimmage and fourth in scoring.

Both the men's and women's
soccer teams wrapped up their
regular seasons with ·wins last
weekend.
Five different Wildcat players
scored goals, as Central' s men ~s
soccer team defeated the University of Puget Sound 5-2 Saturday, securing a playoff berth.
Rick Mullins, Casey Rein, Matt
Morton, Slade Murphy and Erik
Hildebrand each scored goals to
secure the non-district victory at
Tacoma.
Goalkeepers Tony Graff and
Kevin Steenis had three saves
apiece.
Central finished its regular season 2-2 in the Southern Division
and 9-7-1 overall.
Rein and Erik Hildebrand raised
their team-leading scoring to 11
goals apiece.
Rein leads the team in total
points (goals and assists) with

26, while Hildebrand trails him with
24.
Mullins ranks third on the team
with 17 points and first with five
assists.
Goalkeepers Steenis and Graff
combined for two shutouts this season.
Steenis also tallied one solo shutout.
The Central women's soccer team
closed out its season by defeating
GreenRiverCollege4-1 in an exhibition game Sunday.
The Wildcats finished their season at 2-6 in District I play and 4-8
overall. One of the losses came by
a forfeit against Whitworth Oct.
17, and district officials recen ti y
decided the game will not be made
up.
Amanda Frazier led the team with
eight goals and 18 points.
Erin Hamilton, Jennifer Murphy
and Darcy Neil all tied for the team
lead with four assists apiece.
Hamilton finished in second place
on the team with 10 points.
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'Cats to end regular season tonight against UPS
by Paul Williams
Staff reporter
The Wildcats peaked at the right
time.
After a loss to Western Oct. 23~
the Wildcats won their next three
matches and clinched a spot in the
District.I. playoffs.
Last Friday the Wildcats swept
St. Martins and the next day defeatedSimonFraserinfourgames.
'"You can see everything coming
together," said head coach John
Pearson. "The girls are peaking at
the right time."
Against St. Martins, the Wildcats started off red-hot and didn't
let up until the end of the third
game, winning 15-11, 15-10 and
15-7. ·
Central won the first six points of
the first game and never looked
back. The Saints closed the gap to
10-7 in the final game.
In the second game St. Martins
started off fast, winning the first
three points.
·
But Central answered .with 10
points of its own and took the
second game despite a sluggish
start.
The third game was all Wildcats
as they sealed a playoff berth with
the much-needed win.
"It's a game we needed becau8e
we were trying to make districts,
which we will," said senior Connie
Petersen."We were consistent, we
passed well and tried some different plays we haven't used lately,"
Petersen and Jill Taylor led the

Wildcats offensively with nine kills
apiece. Taylor also had three blocks.
Chris Leidecker and Marcy
Watkins had 22 and 12 assists re- ·
spectively.
Jody White had two service aces as
well.
Central then took a bus ride to
Burnaby. British Columbia, to
squareoffwithSimonFraser,ateam
the Wildcats had faced twice already this year.
"They're very scrappy, they. play
really good defense," Petersen said.
"They really don't have any big hitters but they dig up all your hits
really well."
·
In what Pearson called the team's
"best game of the year," Central
defeated Simon Fraser 15-11, 1517, 15-8 and 15-2.
"We knew exactly what they would
do," -Pearson said "We played well
offensively and our intensity level
washigherthanithadbeenallyear."
Dave Fiske/The Observer
The victory allowed Central to finMiddle hitter Brenda Hargand prepares to swat the ball back over the net during a Wildcat
ish in the top six in the final District
home match. Hargand, a freshman from Toutle Lake, ranks first on the team with a .957
I standings and clinch a playoff spot.
serving percentage and fifth on the team with 108 kills. Central won three consecutive
Pearson singled out the play of
matches before losing to Whitworth Tuesday. The Wiidcats complete their regular season
Taylor, Leidecker, White,Petersen,
tonight at Nicholson Pavilion against District I opponent the University of Puget Sound.
Tracy Travers and Watkins, who
"made some unbelievable passes."
Taylor had 19 kills for Central in 15-9 and 15-10.
The loss dropped the Wildcats to Pearson said. "We want to keep the
the match. Travers had 16 and
The Pirates came from behind in 16-14 on the season.
momentum we have going."
the third game by scoring the last 10
Leidecker had 50 assists.
The playoff seedings are still up
Central closes its regular season
Whitworth snapped the Wildcats' points of the game to win 15-7.
tonight hosting the University of in the air and cannot be determined
three-game winning streak Tuesday
Whitworth edged Central in the Puget Sound. '
until the season is over.
at Nicholson Pavilion as they rallied next two games by the scores 16-14
Pearson figures the Wildcats will
The Loggers are the top team in
from an 0-2 game deficit to win the and 17-15.
the district and will provide a good be the fourth seed and face either
next three games.
Leidecker led the team with SO test for the Wildcats heading into Lewis&Clark State or Pacific
Central commanded the first two assists and had nine kills and three the playoffs.
Lutheran in the first round.
games by winning with scores of blocks.
District I playoffs begin Nov. 12.
"We want to win our last game,"
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Ski Tune Special .
through November 15, 1993

•

#f.:

• •

•Basic Tune

.. "' "

Do you have a niCe physique or an petition in this community," said
Teresa McPherson, owner of
outstanding b9dy part?
Show off your body or parts of it 'Hans' Gym. "We'rehappytohave
at the Hans' Gym fitness competi- this opportunity to support CWU
tionscheduledNov.17 at7:30p.m. athletics."
Contestants will be judged on
in the Samuelson Union Building
muscle shape and symmetry, apballroom.
The competition will raise money pearance of aerobic fitness and
forthe 1993-94Centralcheersquad flexibility.
Appearing as a special guest will
Hans' Gym will donate prizes for
the men's and women's categories be Moe Moran, 1989Emerald Cup
of best abdominals, chest, upper lightweight division champion and
1989 Pacific Coast lightweight
arms, legs and overall physique.
"In recent history, there hasn't division and overall champion.
Judges include Central head footbeen a body building or fitness com-

Reserve Downhill Ski
Rentals Now For
The Season

~l.bvlAYS

-\o net..p SA~~
el\~i\-\

CALL
l-~-""88-8887·

$15·00 (reg. $18·95) * New Skis, Boots, & Bindings

(Bases, Edges, Wax)
·$20~00

(reg. $29.95)

"'

HURRY!

You cannot
discover .
new oceans

.0

until

MOUNTAIN HIGH

S P 0 RT S
* Snowboard Clothing:
•The North Face•
•Quicksilver•
·H.elly Hansen•
. •Burton•
. ~Sims•

-·:"

* FREE Tuning &Wax

To Season Renters
throughout the
(Bases, Edges, Beveling, Structuring, F-4 Wax)
year.
Must Mentio~ Ad To Get Special Price. *call for prices

• Hi Performance Tune

ball coach Jeff Zenisek and defensive backs' coach Artie Holmes.
"This competition provides an
unusual and exciting way for local athletes to' support the cheer
squad," said Goreal Hudson, Central halfback and a contestant.
Entry forms are available at
Hans' Gym and at Central's football game Nov.13 against Western.
The entry deadline for the competition is Nov. 15.
Tickets will be ~vailable at the
door for $1.

105 E 4th·Ave .
~,

....

l

you have the
courage
to lose sight of
the shore.

'

925-4626

Office or International Programs
·Naneum Building
963-3612

Kittitas County Trading Co.
MOVIES, MUNCHIES
...EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.

Indoor gun range
Gun rentals
Classes
Sporting Goods
Loans

SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.

103 N. Main 9 ~· 6Mon to Fri Sat 3 - 5 925-1109

RICHARD F. BUESCHEL
LAWYER

DONATE PLASMA ,
AND EARN UP TO

109 EAST THIRD AVENUE
POST OFFICE BOX 1447
ELLLENSBURG, WA 98926

$145/month.
Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victims,
surgery patients; and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products.
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
caA donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
student organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.

EXTENDED I · Mon. thru Thur. 8:00am-8:00pm
·
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
HOURS · Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm

OFFICE {509) 925-7124
RESIDENCE (509) 925-7728
MEMBER OF THE BAR OF THE STATES OF OREGON AND WASHINGTON

CLASSIFIEDS
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES! Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272.
DIAMOND SOLITAl RE Engagement
ring. Perfect Christmas gift! $200.
925-4823
GREEKS AND CLUBS· Raise up to
$1000 in JUST ONE WEEK!·For your
fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-shirt just for
calling. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
ALL ED. Majors! Be insured when you
student teach - Join SWEA. Call Dave,
925-2940.
CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD!
Great hostess program. To order or
book a party: 968-4195.
MUSIC, CD'S, VCR Videos & Nintendo.
I buy, trade, sell. Call for info, Dale 9621880.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~STUDYSPAN~Ha~~ar~rin
Morella, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano International offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications available now at the Office
of International Programs at 963-3612.

DR. My R0 N LI NDE R
.~. DR. SAN DY LI NDE R
g 62-2 57Q
• der Ch I.ro pract1.c C
. enter_
LIn

A NEW Program fer Japanese language
study! The Office of International
Programs is taking applications for
study in Gunma Prefectural Women's
College.Studentswithtwoyears
~------------------------==============================~ language and 2.75 GPA are invited to
come to the office (Naneum Building) for
more information.
I' RI:\' CI PL ES of S 0 l :\' [) RE r IRE.\\ E :\' T I:\'\ . LS r I:\' G
ANNOUNCEMENT! APPLICATIONS
for the prestigious Japanese Ministry
(Monbusho) scholarship are available
now! Study at Shimane University~ Call
Office of International Programs for
more information call 963-3612.

26 S. 2nd Street· Yakima, WA .

457-7878

·

1011 . N. Alder... next to cam us

APPLICATIONS FOR exchange study
in Australia, China, Hungary, Japan
and Mexico due January 1, 1994. For
more information call 963-3612.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now in
the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead--they are due January 1,
1994.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 (Office of International
Programs) to find out!

UNFORTUNATE~

THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings.on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washi~gton
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality oflife.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit nmv.fi'rn# ttMC tlefenw/,. Cllll our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, act. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those wlio shape it:CREF rtrl!fu:a/u art ,)i.rtrihuttd hy TIAA-CREF /,,J,·,.;JuaJ atld /,,J/dulwflal Sm•irt.t. F.1r n1t1rt rt>mplttt 1iift>f·mati1m, inrlu1li1~<1 rbargu aml t.\-pt11.rt.r,
· ral/ / 800-842-27JJ, t.T/. 8016.fora PN1!f"clUJ. Rt11d tbt prwpttfu.r t1mful/y k_fort Y"" inaw/ t•r JmJ ""'"'Y.

STUDY JAPANESE language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with any language
level. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters. Apply for Spring now!
Office of International Programs, 9633612.
STUDY IN Athens, Greece. A quarterly
program, open Fall and Spring quarters,
offers Greek language for beginners.
Other courses could indude history,
political science, Greek literature and art
history. Applications for Spring
available now! 963-3612.
, STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
France, Germany are available for
Spring quarter! Call the Office of
International Programs, 963-3612.
FREE TRIPS and MONEY!! Individuals
and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013. .
OVERLAND WORD PROCESSING
Call after 5:30 pm. 925-2643.
CRUISE SHIPS Now Hiring! Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour Companies. World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Summer and Full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C6093.

~ fl) /J Classifieds

)-~WORK!

~all 963-1026

pizza
place

HOME OF THE BEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG
Come Watch Monday Night Football On One Of Three
TV's For The Best Seat In The House.

IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH

ELLENSBURG
CURRENT
ELLENSBURG
PIZZA HUT &
DOMINO'S
COUPONS
ACCEPTED

50 % Off All Pitchers Of Beverages During The Game.

925-9855

~

OPEN WEEKDAYS
11 :OOam - 1:OOam

~ · Fast, Safe Delivery

-

FRIDAY. SATURDAY

(with $5 minimum purchase.)

11 :OOam - 2:00am

r-----------------r-----------------r----------------,
1001 Off
LARGE (16") PIZZA
I

I

I

I

10

BUY ONE LARGE (16") PIZZA
AT REGULAR PRICE AND

.•
I

JUST $5.00 EACH.

:I

1

: NELLIE SANDWICH: LARRi~6~~-~6P ~N°W~z~~~ioR

·1

I

I
I
I

I

DINE IN

CARRY OUT

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93

I

I

MEDIUM PRICE

FAST•SAFE I
DINE IN•
DELIVERY I CARRY OUT .

DINE IN•

I CARRY OUT_ .
I
not vahd with

I

any other offer
~xpl~es 12-.31-93
.

I

FAST•SAFE
DELIVERY .

.

not valid with any other offer
.exp:res 1 ~-31-93

.

:
.

I
I
I
I

L-~~~~u(s.Y-~~~£~£~_L_F~~~1E3-~1!:~~E~£~-~.f!~~7;!111~-12~~~E~£~~
:
NACHOS or
: ALL SALADS 10% 1 . MEAT LOVER'S SPECIAL :
1 CHICKEN HOT WINGS , 1
OFF
: {choose up to three meats) 1
:

$3.00

I
I
I
I

:

DINE IN

CARRY OUT

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93

I
I
I
I

: Large $10.98
I DINE IN •

(except dinner salad) ,
DINE IN

Medium $8.98 :
FAST ·SAFEI
DELIVERY I

CARRY OUT I CARRY OUT

I
I

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93

not valid ~ith any other offer
_exf?1res 12:31-93

I
I

L.F~~~zju~s_~~~~f~s~_L...fJ~~tju[~E~~~f!.as~-L-~r2~~~L~E~~~Pl~c~~
r-----~-------------------,

I $8°

0

I
.I

OFF

I

I

~

:Lube, Oil, Oil Filter and
:Tune-Up Combination
I
I
I

-.PoicK i:U

COMPLETE FOREIGN &
DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR

(Includes Windows- Washed
and Interior Vacuumed)
I

castfot.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

II

..
~:a

.

I

'

Call for an appointment now

1102 Canyon Rd

•Transmissions
•Brakes
•Engines
•Electrical
•Clutches
•Tune-ups
... And More
Lube, Oil, & Oil Filter
No Appointment Necessa_ry
~~

~·
~

:::..ii

925-1665
Available on most cars and lightweight trucks

~~

~~~:~~~~!~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~

Maximum protection against
viscosity and thermal breakdown.

.

1102 CANYON RD
Next to Les Schwab Tires

-

925-1665
Mon-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Open Saturdays

VISA

